
Adjective & Adverb 
Task 1: Adjective or Adverb. Complete the sentences. 

1. She could ________________________ (hard) understand his voice. 

2. They stood ______________________ (near) at the waterfall. 

3. The teacher spoke with a very ________________ (high) voice and was______________________ (high)  

amused about the errors his students had made.       

4. Tim hasn’t been to the disco _____________________ (late), however last time she came home  

____________________ (late). 

5. Tom’s new girlfriend is very ___________________ (friendly) and she always speaks ___________________  

(friendly). 

6. ________________ (hard) anybody new that Lisa always works __________________ (hard) to achieve her  

goals. 

7. Lia isn’t a very __________________ (good) dancer. Her sister dances ________________________ (much)  

_____________________ (good). However,  ________________________ (good) singer in her family is her  

mother Tara. She can sing very ____________________ (good). 

8.  Mr. Meyer seemed to very __________________ (angry) because he shouted at us ____________________  

(angry). 

9.  She __________________ (near) died when a car crashed ___________________ (terrible) in her bike. The  

car came ______________________ (extreme) _______________________ (quick). 

10. Dave is a __________________ (good) student, but his friend Kevin is even _____________________ (good)  

than him. He is the ____________________________ (intelligent) person Dave knows. Nobody learns 

grammar and vocabulary ___________________ (easy) and __________________ (fast). Nobody studies 

________________________ (successful). He is _____the best____________ (good) student of his class. 

11. The ____________________ (less) clever girl in the class is Mary. She always gets __________________  

(bad) marks. ______________________ (bad) thing is that nobody likes her. She ____________________ 

(bad) misses her only friend who moved __________________ (far) away last year. 

12. Did you pass your driver’s license ________________________ (successful)? – Yes, I did. There were many  

people who had _________________________ (much) mistakes. 

 

 

 



 Task 2: Adjective or Adverb. Complete the sentences. 

1. Although Carlo hadn’t worked ___________________ (hard), he did __________________________  

(good) English test in her class. He felt _______________________ (real / happy). Carlo always works  

in the evenings because in the afternoons it’s ______________________________ (pretty /noisy) in his  

garden. However, he likes the nature very __________________________ (much). The birds often sing  

__________________________ (wonderful) and there are ____________________ (huge) apple trees. He  

often sits on an ______________ (old) bench below and dreams about becoming 

_____________________________ (famous) tennis player in the world. He knows that he can play  

_______________________ (fantastic). But at the moment he can’t play because he got _______________  

(terrible) injured during his last match.  The doctor checked his ________________________ (right) leg  

_____________________ (careful). It was ________________________ (complete) broken. Now he has to  

wear a cast which is very _________________________ (tight) and take some medicine which taste  

____________________________ (absolute / terrible). __________________ (sad) enough, he can’t play  

for _______________________ (much) than three months.  

 

2. The history of Great-Britain was _________________________________ (real / war-ridden) in the  

beginning. Different tribes fought against each other _________________________ (terrible) for  

_______________________ (quite) a ____________________ (long) time and weren’t able to live together  

_________________________ (peaceful). There was ____________________ (hard) a king who wasn’t 

killed in a __________________ (horrible) way because the monarchy did _____________________ (little) 

to rule the country ______________________ (just). The peoples who lived in England were 

____________________________ (total / different) from each other, but because the tribes were all 

________________________ (fair / strong), the times were __________________________ (fair / hard) 

and _________________ (hard) any tribe was ______________________ (successful) to rule over the 

others. After some centuries, there wasn’t a tribe that fought _________________________ (successful) 

than another so, ______________________ (consequent) the people got _______________________ 

(tired) of fighting and killing each other and became __________________________ (peaceful) than in 

former times.  Not all tribes were ________________________ (instant / free) but ________________ 

(much) people could walk around ___________________ (free) and there were ______________________ 

(much) people who seemed to be ___________________________ (complete / happy). The situation in the 

country got _____________________ (good) and the people lived together ________________________ 

(fantastic). 



Adjective & Adverb 
Task 1: Adjective or Adverb. Complete the sentences. 

1. She could _____hardly__________ (hard) understand his voice. 

2. They stood _______near_________ (near) at the waterfall. 

3. The teacher spoke with a very _____high_______ (high) voice and was _____highly________ (high)  

amused about the errors his students had made.       

4. Tim hasn’t been to the disco ______late_______ (late), however last time she came home  

____late______ (late). 

5. Tom’s new girlfriend is very _______friendly________ (friendly) and she always speaks ______in a  

friendly way_______ (friendly). 

6. __Hardly______ (hard) anybody new that Lisa always works _____hard________ (hard) to achieve her  

goals. 

7. Lia isn’t a very _______good_______ (good) dancer. Her sister dances ______much_______ (much)  

_____better________ (good). However,  ______the best___________ (good) singer in her family is her  

mother Tara. She can sing very ______well_________ (good). 

8.  Mr. Meyer seemed to very ___angry_________ (angry) because he shouted at us _______angrily_______  

(angry). 

9.  She ___nearly________ (near) died when a car crashed _____terribly_______ (terrible) in her bike. The  

car came ______extremely_______ (extreme) _____quickly__________ (quick). 

10. Dave is a _____good_________ (good) student, but his friend Kevin is even ______better_______ (good)  

than him. He is the _______most intelligent___________ (intelligent) person Dave knows. Nobody learns 

grammar and vocabulary ____easier__________ (easy) and _____faster_______ (fast). Nobody studies 

_____more successfully__________ (successful). He is _____the best____________ (good) student of his 

class. 

11. The ________least________ (less) clever girl in the class is Mary. She always gets _____bad________  

(bad) marks. _____The worst__________ (bad) thing is that nobody likes her. She _____badly_______ (bad) 

misses her only friend who moved _____far________ (far) away last year. 

12. Did you pass your driver’s license ______successfully______ (successful)? – Yes, I did. There were many  

people who had ______more________ (much) mistakes. 

 

 



 Task 2: Adjective or Adverb. Complete the sentences. 

1. Although Carlo hadn’t worked ________hard_________ (hard), he did ______the best___________  

(good) English test in her class. He felt ____really happy_____________ (real / happy). Carlo always works  

in the evenings because in the afternoons it’s _________pretty noisy___________ (pretty /noisy) in his  

garden. However, he likes the nature very _____much__________ (much). The birds often sing  

___wonderfully___________ (wonderful) and there are _____huge__________ (huge) apple trees. He  

often sits on an _____old___________ (old) bench below and dreams about becoming ____the most  

famous_____________ (famous) tennis player in the world. He knows that he can play  

____fantastically______ (fantastic). But at the moment he can’t play because he got ___terribly_______  

(terrible) injured during his last match.  The doctor checked his ____right_______ (right) leg  

____carefully_________ (careful). It was ____completely_________ (complete) broken. Now he has to  

wear a cast which is very ____tight___________ (tight) and take some medicine which taste  

_____absolutely terrible_________ (absolute / terrible). __Sadly_________ (sad) enough, he can’t play  

for ____more__________ (much) than three months.  

 

2. The history of Great-Britain was ________really war-ridden_____________ (real / war-ridden) in the  

beginning. Different tribes fought against each other ______terribly______ (terrible) for  

______quite_____ (quite) a ____long_____________ (long) time and weren’t able to live together  

____peacefully___________ (peaceful). There was _______hardly_________ (hard) a king who wasn’t 

killed in a ___horrible______ (horrible) way because the monarchy did ______little_________ (little) to rule 

the country ____justly_________ (just). The peoples who lived in England were ________totally 

different______________ (total / different) from each other, but because the tribes were all ____fairly 

strong___________ (fair / strong), the times were ____fairly hard________ (fair / hard) and 

____hardly_____ (hard) any tribe was ____successful________ (successful) to rule over the others. After 

some centuries, there wasn’t a tribe that fought _____more successfully______ (successful) than another 

so, ____consequently_______ (consequent) the people got _______tired_________ (tired) of fighting and 

killing each other and became _________more peaceful__________ (peaceful) than in former times.  Not 

all tribes were ___instantly free__________ (instant / free) but ____most________ (much) people could 

walk around ____freely________ (free) and there were ____many__________ (much) people who seemed 

to be ____completely happy__________ (complete / happy). The situation in the country got 

_____better_________ (good) and the people lived together _______fantastically________ (fantastic). 

 


